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Abstract. The thermodynamic instabilities of the self-gravitating, classical
ideal gas are studied in the case of static, spherically symmetric configurations
in General Relativity taking into account the Tolman-Ehrenfest effect. One type
of instabilities is found at low energies, where thermal energy becomes too weak
to halt gravity and another at high energies, where gravitational attraction of
thermal pressure overcomes its stabilizing effect. These turning points of stability
are found to depend on the total rest mass M over the radius R. The low
energy instability is the relativistic generalization of Antonov instability, which is
recovered in the limit GM≪ Rc2 and low temperatures, while in the same limit
and high temperatures, the high energy instability recovers the instability of the
radiation equation of state. In the temperature versus energy diagram of series of
equilibria, the two types of gravothermal instabilities make themselves evident as
a double spiral! The two energy limits correspond also to radius limits. So that,
stable static configurations exist only in between two marginal radii for any fixed
energy with negative thermal plus gravitational energy. Ultimate limits of rest
mass, as well as total mass-energy, are reported. Applications to neutron cores
are discussed.
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1. Introduction
An intriguing result of Newtonian Gravity is that a bounded sphere of ideal gas
in thermal equilibrium, namely an ‘isothermal sphere’, becomes unstable at radii
greater than a maximum critical radius for a fixed negative, gravitational plus thermal
(gravothermal) energy. For a fixed radius the isothermal sphere becomes unstable for
energies less than some critical value. This instability is called Antonov instability or
gravothermal catastrophe [1, 2, 3, 4]. It is completely counter-intuitive to the General
Relativity paradigm, where one expects to acquire instabilities at small radii and high
masses. The questions raised are: ‘how do these two opposite behaviours -newtonian
and relativistic- fit into a common frame?’ and ‘what is the relativistic generalization
of Antonov instability?’.
An attempt to answer the second question was made by Chavanis [5]. However
he was able to incorporate the relativistic gas only into the Newtonian Gravity and
not into General Relativity. He also studied the case of the radiation equation of state
in General Relativity, but this is only just a limiting case of the ideal gas equation of
state, and its role will be revealed shortly.
In the present work the full thermodynamic stability analysis of the classical ideal
gas in General Relativity will be developed in the spherically symmetric static case.
For an ideal gas, there is only thermal energy that can halt gravitational collapse.
However, since thermal energy gravitates as well [6], it can also cause gravitational
collapse at high energies. Hence, we anticipate to find two gravitational instabilities
for a bounded sphere that contains an ideal gas. The system becomes unstable both
at low energies, in which case I call the instabilities ‘the low energy gravothermal
instabilities ’, and at high energies in which case I call the instabilities ‘the high energy
gravothermal instabilities ’. Most times I use plural for each type, because at each one
correspond instabilities in the various thermodynamic ensembles (ensembles in Gravity
are not equivalent [7]). The low energy gravothermal instability in the microcanonical
ensemble is the relativistic generalization of Antonov instability.
The turning point of stability for the relativistic instabilities, will be found to
depend on the total rest mass M, over the radius R of the gas sphere, i.e. on the
control parameter:
ξ =
2GM
Rc2
. (1)
It is reported an ultimate upper limit of ξ for which equilibria exist. In the lower limit
ξ → 0, the Antonov instability is recovered for low temperatures kT ≪ mc2 and the
instability of radiation is recovered for high temperatures mc2 ≪ kT , where m is the
mass of one particle. For every allowed value of ξ both gravothermal instability types
are present and make themselves evident in the temperature versus energy series of
equilibria diagram as a double spiral! This double spiral of equilibria is shrinking as the
relativity control parameter ξ is increasing and disappears completely for ξ > ξmax.
Thus, when General Relativity is taken into account, isothermal spheres get more
unstable.
Let me clarify that the term ‘isothermal spheres’ in the present context of General
Relativity refers to static, spherical, bounded configurations of relativistic ideal gas in
thermal equilibrium. The three conditions for static thermal equilibrium in General
Relativity for any equation of state are outlined in [8, 9]. The first is to satisfy the well-
known Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equation [10, 11], the second is Tolman’s
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relation [6, 12]:
T (r)
√
gtt = T˜ ≡ const. (2)
where T˜ is called Tolman temperature, T (r) is the local proper temperature, and gtt
is the time-time component of the metric, and the third is the relation
µ(r)
√
gtt = µ˜ ≡ const. (3)
where µ is the relativistic proper chemical potential. These equations were also derived
by Klein [13] in a different way by use of the first law of thermodynamics (see also
[14]). I stress that these two relations are of thermodynamic origin, as they follow
from the extremization of entropy and cannot be derived from Einstein’s equations
alone. They express the fact that ‘heat has weight’ so that it rearranges itself (leading
to a distribution T (r)) in order to counterbalance its own gravitational attraction.
An application regarding neutron stars is discussed in the last section. Although
cores of neutron stars are believed to be cold and therefore completely degenerate,
pure theoretical query to quantify the ability of thermal energy to halt gravitational
collapse, along with the fact that protoneutron stars are in fact hot [15, 16], motivated
me to calculate the upper mass limit of non-degenerate neutron cores for which the
classical ideal gas equation of state applies. Practically, this calculation accounts for
considering only thermal pressure and no degeneracy pressure (or nuclear interactions),
in discrepancy to the standard practice regarding neutron cores. However, as we will
see, the result matches so nicely observations, that one is seriously wondered if it is
only a coincidence. Several issues are raised.
Let me give a brief outline of this work. In section 2 will be discussed the
equation of state of the relativistic ideal gas and the conditions for thermal equilibrium.
In section 3 will be presented the results of numerical analysis. In section 4 will
be discussed implications regarding neutron stars, while section 5 is devoted to
conclusions.
2. The Equation of State and Thermal Equilibrium
2.1. Classical derivation of the equation of state
Let briefly recall the well-known equation of state of the relativistic ideal gas in special
relativity, following mainly Chandrashekhar [17]. The generalization to General
Relativity in the static case is straightforward.
The proper phase space density f(~r, ~p) of an ideal gas should satisfy the
Boltzmann distribution:
f(~r, ~p) = A(~r)e−βǫ (4)
where β = 1/kT is the inverse temperature and ǫ, ~p the energy and momentum of
one particle, respectively. This distribution can be easily verified that maximizes the
Boltzmann entropy [18]. The particle density n(~r) should then be given by:
n(~r) =
∫
f(~r, ~p)d3~p (5)
The relativistic energy of one particle is:
ǫ = mc2
(
1 +
p2
m2c2
) 1
2
(6)
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where m is the particle mass. Applying the Juettner transformation:
p
mc
= sinh θ (7)
the particle energy becomes:
ǫ = mc2 cosh θ. (8)
Let introduce the modified Bessel functions:
Kn(b) =
∫ ∞
0
e−b cosh θ cosh(nθ)dθ, (9)
where b is the dimensionless equivalent to inverse temperature:
b =
mc2
kT
(10)
Assuming spherical symmetry and applying equations (4), (8) and (9), the integral
(5) may be calculated, giving A. Substituting A into (4) we get:
f(r, p) =
1
4πm3c3
b
K2(b)
n(r)e−b cosh θ (11)
To calculate the pressure P , we use the formula [17]:
P (r) =
1
3
∫
f(r, p)p
∂ǫ
∂p
d3~p (12)
After several integrations by parts and using standard identities, we finally get:
P = mc2
n
b
(13)
It is evident, that this is the equation of state of an ideal gas.
The thermal energy density:
εT ≡
∫ ∞
0
fǫd3~p, (14)
may also be calculated using standard identities and the recursion formula:
Kn+1(b)−Kn−1(b) = 2n
b
Kn(b) (15)
We finally get:
εT = mc
2nF(b) (16)
where:
F(b) = K1(b)
K2(b)
+
3
b
− 1 (17)
Let us now consider General Relativity. First of all, recall that, as proved by
Tolman, the temperature is not homogeneous at the equilibrium, so that β = β(~r)
[6] (see also [8, 9] for a more general framework in the static case and [19] for the
stationary case). Let also recall the expressions for various forms of energy. Weinberg
[20] has shown that the ‘material’ energy, that is only the energy of matter leaving
out gravitational field’s, is given by the integral of mass density ρ(r) over the proper
volume:
Mmat =
∫ R
0
ρ(r) grr
1
2 4πr2dr (18)
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while the thermal energy ET and the rest massM are given by:
ET =
∫ R
0
εT (r) grr
1
2 4πr2dr (19)
M =
∫ R
0
mn(r) grr
1
2 4πr2dr (20)
Note that the total energy, including gravitational field energy, is [20]:
M =
∫ R
0
ρ(r) 4πr2dr (21)
Now, by definition:
Mmatc
2 =Mc2 + ET (22)
which gives as expected:
ρ(r) = mn(r) + εT /c
2 (23)
and thus
ρ(r) = (1 + F(b))mn(r) (24)
Comparing the last equation with equation (13) we finally derive the equation of state
of the relativistic ideal gas in General Relativity:
P (r) =
1
b(r)(1 + F(b(r)))ρ(r)c
2, (25)
where b and F are given by equations (10) and (17), respectively.
Using the asymptotic behaviour of the modified Bessel functions (see for example
[17]), we get the values of F at the Newtonian b → ∞ and ultra-realtivistic b → 0
limits:
lim
b→∞
F(b) = 3
2b
, Newtonian limit (26)
lim
b→0
F(b) = 3
b
, Ultra-relativistic limit (27)
which give when applied to (16) and (25):
P → ρ
m
kT and εT → 3
2
nkT , Newtonian limit b→∞ (28)
P → ρc
2
3
and εT → 3nkT , Ultra-relativistic limit b→ 0. (29)
I stress that Israel [21] has proved beyond any doubt, that an ideal gas, i.e.
neglecting interactions, satisfies the equation of state (25) in General Relativity. He
derived the result by maximizing the entropy in the framework of kinetic theory in
General Relativity in the most general possible set-up.
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2.2. Classical limit of the quantum gas and chemical potential
In order to identify the conditions under which the classical limit is valid, it should be
realized that the equation of state (25) is the non-degenerate limit of the relativistic
quantum ideal gas. For a quantum ideal gas, the energy distribution of one particle
is given by the Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein distributions for fermions or bosons
respectively:
g(ǫ) =
1
eβ(ǫ−µ) ± 1 ,
{
(+) for fermions
(−) for bosons
(30)
where ǫ is the energy of one particle, including rest mass in the relativistic case, and
µ the chemical potential. Using the Juettner transforamtion (7) and the relativistic
definition of energy
ǫ =
√
m2c4 + p2c2, (31)
the distribution (30) may be written in terms of θ:
g(θ) =
1
eb(cosh θ−µˆ) ± 1 (32)
where b = mc2/kT and
µˆ =
µ
mc2
. (33)
Let us focus on the case of baryons and electrons (fermions) in which case the pressure
P , number density n and mass density ρ may be written as [17]:
P =
8πm4c5
3h3
∫ ∞
0
sinh4 θdθ
eb(cosh θ−µˆ) + 1
(34)
n =
8πm3c3
h3
∫ ∞
0
sinh2 θ cosh θdθ
eb(cosh θ−µˆ) + 1
(35)
ρ =
8πm4c3
h3
∫ ∞
0
sinh2 θ cosh2 θdθ
eb(cosh θ−µˆ) + 1
. (36)
Let
α ≡ µβ = µˆb. (37)
The chemical potential is the amount of free energy
F = E − TS (38)
needed to give (or take) to (from) a system in order to add one particle under
conditions of constant temperature. A negative chemical potential means that
the system is receptive to adding particles (no external work needed), while a
positive chemical potential means external work is needed. For classical systems,
the chemical potential is negative because although the energy might be slightly
increased contributing a small amount to plus sign of equation (38), the entropy
is hugely increased, because the number of available configurations increases greatly,
contributing a big amount to the minus sign of equation (38). However, for quantum
systems of fermions that are completely degenerate, adding one particle increases very
slightly the entropy because the energy of the particle is certain. Due to the Pauli
principle, it will occupy the highest available energy level, identified with Fermi energy
ǫF in this case.
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We have the following limits:
a→ +∞ : Ultra-degenerate limit (39)
a→ −∞ : Classical limit (40)
In the first case (39), the chemical potential is positive and large compared to the
temperature. Let us call it µ = ǫF in this case. The distribution function (30), with
the positive sign corresponding to fermions, becomes:
g(ǫ)
α→∞−→
{
1, ǫ ≤ ǫF
0, ǫ > ǫF
(41)
Thus, the integrals (34-36) have an upper limit pF . The chemical potential µ = ǫF is
just the Fermi energy.
In the second case, the chemical potential is large and negative −µ ≫ kT . The
unity in the distribution function (30) is much smaller than the exponential and can
be omitted, leading to the Boltzmann distribution
g(ǫ)
α→−∞−→ e−β(ǫ−µ). (42)
The equations (34),(35) and (36), using equations (9), (17), and (15) may be written
in terms of the modified Bessel functions:
P =
8πm4c5
3h3
eα
K2
b2
(43)
n =
8πm3c3
h3
eα
K2
b
(44)
ρ =
8πm4c3
h3
eα
K2
b
(1 + F) (45)
Apparently, equations (43) and (45) lead to the equation of state (25).
2.3. Thermal equilibrium
Let discuss the conditions for thermal equilibrium in General Relativity restricting
ourselves to the static spherically symmetric case for which the metric may be written
as:
ds2 = gttdt
2 − grrdr2 − r2dΩ (46)
Since we consider an ideal gas, the energy-momentum tensor is the one of a perfect
fluid, which at the equilibrium is simply:
T µν = diag(ρc
2,−p,−p,−p) (47)
The Einstein’s equations, after some elaboration, reduce only to two equations, namely
the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equation [10, 11]:
dP
dr
= −
(
P
c2
+ ρ
)(
GMˆ
r2
+ 4πG
P
c2
r
)(
1− 2GMˆ
rc2
)−1
(48)
and the definition of mass
dMˆ
dr
= 4πρr2, (49)
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where Mˆ(r) is the total mass (rest mass+thermal energy+gravitational field’s energy)
until point r of the sphere. We denote R the edge of the gas sphere and the total mass
M = Mˆ(R), as in equation (21).
In Refs. [8, 9], I have derived the conditions for thermal equilibrium in General
Relativity for static spherically symmetric systems by extremizing the total entropy
(for the use of entropic principle see also [22, 23, 24, 25, 19, 26]) for fixed total energy
and number of particles
δS − β˜δMc2 + αδN = 0. (50)
This condition leads to the TOV equation, assuming only the Hamiltonian constraint,
which practically accounts for the mass equation (49). The Lagrange multiplier β˜
is proven to be the Tolman inverse temperature, as in equation (2), and Lagrange
multiplier α is found to be exactly the quantity of equation (37), namely:
α ≡ µ(r)
kT (r)
= const. (51)
where T (r) and µ(r) are the proper temperature and chemical potential respectively.
Hence, at thermal equilibrium the condition (51) should hold. This accounts for
equation (3).
The Lagrange multiplier β˜ identified as the Tolman temperature gives the other
condition of thermal equilibrium by the definition (2). In addition, equation (50)
with β˜ identified as the Tolman temperature shows that Tolman temperature is the
conjugate variable to total energy. Hence, it is the quantity kept constant in the
canonical ensemble. The differentiated form of equation (2) may easily be calculated
[8], using Einstein’s equations, to be:
db
dr
= − b
P + ρc2
dP
dr
, (52)
where b = mc2/kT (r) is the dimensionless inverse temperature. Thus, at thermal
equilibrium three conditions should hold: the TOV equation, the relation (51) and
Tolman relation (52).
Tolman relation expresses the fact that heat has mass and therefore gravitates.
At equilibrium, a temperature gradient should form to balance the gravitational
attraction of heat.
The relation (51) will enable us to calculate the chemical potential in the following
section. The chemical potential, as defined here, includes the particle rest mass.
It is common to redefine the chemical potential for (special) relativistic systems by
subtracting the particle rest mass energy from both particle energy (31) and the
chemical potential, and thus leaving the quantum distribution function (30) intact.
However, in General Relativity as we will see here, this cannot be done. That is
because the correct chemical potential has to satisfy equation (51). Only one definition
–either with or without the rest mass– can satisfy equation (51) and not both. Let us
prove that equations (43-45), which express the equation of state we will use, do satisfy
conditions of thermal equilibrium (51), (52), with the chemical potential including the
particle rest mass. The proof for the quantum expressions (34-36) is given in another
work [27].
We consider the definition (37) for α, namely α = βµ and not α = β(µ −mc2),
which would account for subtracting the rest mass. Let D = 8πm
4c5
3h3 e
α. Then, the
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pressure (43) and the density (45) are written as:
P = D
K2(b)
b2
(53)
ρc2 = D
K2(b)
b
(1 + F(b)) (54)
We assume
D = const. (55)
and hence that the relation (51) holds.
Let calculate dP/dr. The derivative of K2 may be calculated using the recursive
formula:
dKn
db
= −Kn−1 − n
b
Kn. (56)
We have for the pressure:
dP
dr
= D
db
dr
d
db
(
K2(b)
b2
)
= D
db
dr
(
K ′2
b2
− 2K2
b3
)
= D
db
dr
(
−K1
b2
− 4K2
b3
)
= −1
b
D
K2
b
(
K1
K2
+
4
b
)
db
dr
= −P + ρc
2
b
db
dr
Hence, Tolman relation (52) holds. q.e.d.
So, in General Relativity, chemical potential is normally including the rest mass
[13]. The condition α = const. will also be verified numerically as in Figure 3,
validating the self-consistency of our approach.
2.4. Boundary condition
The system of equations (48), (49), (52) for the equation of state (25) does not have
any solution with vanishing density (and hence pressure) at finite edge for any initial
conditions. Equivalently, if density is spread indefinitely the entropy increases and
no critical point δS = 0 can be reached. This is true in the Newtonian limit, as
well as in General Relativity for an ideal gas. However, in practise relaxation to
equilibrium occurs only in a finite region of physical space and statistical theory must
be applied in this subdomain, while on the outside different conditions occur. This is
common in astrophysical systems, e.g. the hot x-ray emitting intracluster medium of
galaxy clusters, which is nearly isothermal inside the virial radius, globular clusters
that are isothermal, though of finite size due to galactic tidal forces, the core of stars,
surrounded by the outer layers (leading to the well-known Scho¨nberg-Chandrashekhar
limit) and the Bonnor-Ebert spheres of interstellar medium. This “maximum entropy
bubble” may be achieved by incomplete relaxation introduced by Lynden-Bell [28]. It
may be modelled with various ways. One approach is to truncate the momentum with
a cut-off like in the so called King models [29] or more refined ones [30, 31]. Consult
also [14, 32, 33, 34, 35].
Another approach is to confine the system artificially inside a “box”, i.e. truncate
in the physical, and not momentum, space. This delimits the region within statistical
theory applies by action of some external pressure at the boundary. Practically, it
accounts for solving the system (48), (49), (52), (25) until some boundary r = R,
where pressure and density take some nonzero finite value. This is the approach I
use here. Although it may seem more unrealistic, it is the one leading to further
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theoretical insight and is the common method to use not only in gravitational
[1, 2, 22, 23, 36, 37, 38] but also in ordinary (neglecting self-gravity) thermodynamics,
where the exact same problem arises (no equilibrium solution with finite mass at
finite space and vanishing edge density). So that, although all theoretical work in
ordinary thermodynamics is performed using these unphysical “walls”, the theory
remains apparently still extremely useful for atmospheric physics. The use of the box
should be realized under this theoretical spirit, in the current work. Also hold in
mind, that one of the purposes of this work is to generalize and unify the Antonov
problem [2] with the radiation problem [23] in a common framework, bridging the gap
between these extreme limits‡. Both problems are formulated using confinement in a
box. Additionally, the application of section 4 on neutron stars is relevant to the box
set-up, since the isothermal core is sustained by the external pressure of outer layers.
Let me comment on differences between the box model and the truncated -King
type- model. In the box model one would expect the external pressure to enable
the gas sustain arbitrarily high energy particles. On the contrary, in the truncation
model only low energy particles are sustained, so that the main contribution to energy
will come from the rest mass with positive thermal energy and negative gravitational
energy being probably approximately counterbalanced in this case. Therefore, in the
box model much higher total mass-energy is expected to be able to be sustained, as
is also noted in section 3.1 below the equation (67).
One may still worry on the matching with the “walls” and the outside region in
the current box model. However, this does not affect the results for the interior in
the current work, and may be treated only during the construction of specific models
of physical situations under specific assumptions. Regarding section 4, that is an
application to neutron stars, the matching problem is not touched upon, because the
purpose is not to construct an exact model of neutron stars, but only to estimate the
maximum mass. The result is affected only by the edge density value, as we will see,
and not by any other detail of the matching between the core (box) and the crust
(outside region). Note also that this matching has been extensively studied in the
past [39].
3. Gravothermal Instabilities in General Relativity
The term ‘gravothermal’ in the present context refers to the self-gravitating classical
ideal gas, for which only thermal and gravitational pressure are present. Thermal
pressure is the only one that can halt gravitational collapse in this case. The
thermal component, however, contributes also to the gravitational component, since
it gravitates as well. This fact captures the essence of the Tolman-Ehrenfest effect
[6, 12, 10]. At thermal equilibrium, there appears a temperature gradient that
counterbalances the additional gravitational component of heat. However, as we
will see here, there is a critical point beyond which gravitational component of heat
overcomes its stabilizing outward pointing thermal pressure and the system becomes
unstable. This is the high energy gravothermal instability presented here.
In addition the term ‘gravothermal’ refers to the ‘gravothermal catastrophe’ [2],
that is the instability of the self-gravitating ideal gas in the Newtonian limit. In
‡ I emphasize that no new result is given regarding the specific Antonov and radiation problems,
apart from the understanding that they are just the two limiting cases of infinite other possibilities
regarding temperature values and number of particles for an ideal gas, that lead to similar type of
instabilities.
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this case, the system collapses because the thermal energy is so much diminished
that can no longer halt gravitational collapse. The relativistic generalization of
this phenomenon will also be presented here. This is the low energy gravothermal
instability.
As discussed previously in section 2.3, the TOV equation (48), the mass equation
(49), the Tolman relation (52) along with the equation of state (25) describe a self-
gravitating classical ideal gas in static thermal equilibrium in General Relativity and
form the system of equations we have to solve. As we have already noted, there is no
solution with vanishing edge pressure for an ideal gas and therefore the gas has to be
confined by some external pressure at the edge we denote R. Thus, the system (48),
(49), (52), (25) will be solved for initial conditions ρ(0) = ρ0, b(0) = b0, Mˆ(0) = 0
until some truncated r = R.
In Appendix A is shown that this system of equations gives the Emden equation
in the Newtonian limit, i.e. the Poisson equation in spherical coordinates for a classical
ideal gas. It has been argued in the past that the TOV equation with a linear equation
of state p = qρc2, q = const., is the relativistic generalization of Emden equation,
since it reduces to Emden for q → 0. However, the linear equation of state is not
the equation of state of the classical ideal gas. Hence, I argue, that the more proper
point of view is that this system (48), (49), (52), (25), given here, is the relativistic
generalization of Emden equation.
We have to generate series of thermal equilibria for fixed number of particles,
i.e. fixed rest mass M. An extremum of total energy M designates a turning
point of stability, i.e. the point at which an instability sets in, under conditions
of constant energy (microcanonical ensemble), while an extremum of Tolman
temperature designates a turning point of stability under conditions of constant
Tolman temperature, i.e. in the presence of a heat bath. This follows from Poincare´
theorem of linear series of equilibria [40, 2, 41].
In order to work numerically, the following dimensionless variables are defined:
x = r
√
4πGρ0
b0
c2
, u = MˆG
b0
c2
√
4πGρ0
b0
c2
, ρ = ρ0e
−y , b = b0e
−ψ. (57)
The system (48), (49), (52), (25) becomes:
dy
dx
=
(
1 + F(b)−
dF(b)
db
1 + F(b)
)(
u
x2
e−ψ +
xe−y
b0(1 + F(b))
)(
1− 2u
b0x
)−1
(58)
dψ
dx
= −e
ψ
b0
(
u
x2
e−ψ +
xe−y
b0(1 + F(b))
)(
1− 2u
b0x
)−1
(59)
du
dx
= x2e−y (60)
with initial conditions y(0) = ψ(0) = u(0) = 0. The system is integrated until some
point:
z = R
√
4πGρ0
b0
c2
. (61)
The derivative of F is calculated using the recursive formulas:
dKn
db
= −Kn+1 + n
b
Kn
= −Kn−1 − n
b
Kn.
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It is equal to:
dF(b)
db
=
(
K1
K2
)2
+
3
b
K1
K2
− 3
b2
− 1 (62)
In Figures 1 and 2, the Tolman-Ehrenfest effect, as expressed by equations (2)
and (3), is demonstrated. The temperature and the chemical potential versus radius r
are plotted for two solutions, one with small rest mass and one with big rest mass. For
small rest masses over R the effect is small, while as the rest mass over R increases it
becomes important. The chemical potential may be positive as discussed in previous
section. This may occur at low temperatures.
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Figure 1. The Tolman-Ehrenfest effect for the temperature. The proper
temperature versus the radius for two solutions. One with small total rest mass,
namely 2GM/Rc2 = 0.01, in (a) and one with big total rest mass, namely
2GM/Rc2 = 0.25, in (b). The values of the constants appearing in the plots
are r∗ = 1/
√
4piGρ0mβ0 and MS = Rc
2/2G.
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Figure 2. The Tolman-Ehrenfest effect for the chemical potential. The proper
chemical potential versus the radius for two solutions. One with small total rest
mass, namely 2GM/Rc2 = 0.01, in (a) and one with big rest mass, namely
2GM/Rc2 = 0.25, in (b). The values of the constants appearing in the plots are
C = ln(8pim4c3/ρ0h3), r∗ = 1/
√
4piGρ0mβ0 and MS = Rc
2/2G.
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In Figure 3 is plotted the relative change of α = βµ for two solutions. It is
verified the constancy of α as required by thermal equilibrium. This verifies the
self-consistency of the framework and also shows that in the definition of chemical
potential, the particle rest mass m should be included in General Relativity, as
discussed in previous section.
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Figure 3. The relative change of α = βµ for two thermal equilibria (a) and
(b). It is verified the constancy of α within the relative tolerance I used, namely
10−8, for the solution of the differential system. This verifies that the particle
rest mass should be included in the definition of chemical potential in General
Relativity, as discussed in section 2, and most importantly verifies the self-
consistency of our framework. The values of the constants appearing in the plots
are r∗ = 1/
√
4piGρ0mβ0 and MS = Rc
2/2G, whileM is the total rest mass.
The total rest mass M of the solution depends on the pair (b0, z). In order to
generate series of equilibria with the same rest mass, let define:
ξ =
2GM
Rc2
. (63)
The quantity ξ with respect to (z, b0) is plotted in Figure 4. It presents a
maximum at:
Mmax = 0.35MS (64)
where MS = Rc
2/2G is the Schwarzschild mass. This value signifies the maximum
number of non-interacting particles a sphere of radius R can hold without collapsing,
under any conditions. At this maximum correspond the following values:
2GM
Rc2
= 0.41 ,
ER
GM2 = 0.96 ,
kT0
mc2
= 0.31 ,
kT˜
mc2
= 0.19 , z = 3.97 ,
ρ0
ρR
= 27 (65)
Each point of the surface in Figure 4 represents a thermal equilibrium. In order to
generate series of equilibria with the same rest mass, I developed a computer program
that solves the system (58-60) for various values (b0, z) keeping ξ fixed. Solving for
various ξ may be regarded as solving for various M for fixed radius. The series of
equilibria are defined by the intersection of a plane perpendicular to ξ-axis with ξ.
Let E denote the gravothermal energy (a form of binding energy), that is:
E = (M −M)c2 (66)
In Figure 5 is demonstrated the series of equilibria for ξ = 0.25. The gravothermal
energy of each equilibrium is plotted assuming fixed radius R and total rest mass M
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Figure 4. The rest mass over radius ξ = 2GM/Rc2 with respect to the
dimensionless quantity z = R
√
4piGρ0b0/c2 and the dimensionless central inverse
temperature b0 = mc2/kT0. There is evident a global maximum ξmax = 0.35 at
(b0, z) = (3.18, 3.97).
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Figure 5. The series of equilibria for ξ = 0.25. The gravothermal energy E
of each equilibrium is plotted for fixed edge radius R and total rest mass M
with respect to the density contrast ρ0/ρR. At point A sets in the low energy
gravothermal instability (relativistic generalization of Antonov instability) and at
point B sets in the high energy gravothermal instability in the microcanonical
ensemble. No equilibria exist for E < EA and E > EB and in addition the
branches II and III are unstable in the microcanonical ensemble designating
also the critical values of density contrast at which microcanonical gravothermal
instabilities set in.
with respect to the density contrast ρ0/ρR. The low energy gravothermal instability
sets in at the equilibrium A (generalization of Antonov instability), while the high
energy gravothermal instability sets in at equilibrium B. This means not only that
no equilibria exist (with rest mass ξ = 0.25 for fixed radius) for E < EA and E > EB
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but also that the branches II and III are unstable under conditions of constant total
energy (microcanonical ensemble). So that, points A and B designate also critical
values of density contrast at which gravothermal instabilities in the microcanonical
ensemble set in.
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(a) At ξ → 0, the series of equilibria converge
to the dust case at low temperatures.
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(b) At ξ → 0, the series of equilibria converge
to the radiation case at high temperatures.
Figure 6. The series of equilibria for various ξ, namely series (I) for ξ → 0, series
(II) for ξ = 0.2 and series (III) for ξ = 0.25. In (a) is plotted the gravothermal
energy E, while in (b) the total mass M , for fixed edge radius and total rest mass
with respect to the density contrast. In (a), series (I) corresponds to the dust
(Newtonian) limit which is recovered for low temperatures kT˜ ≪ mc2. In (b),
series (I) corresponds to the radiation (Ultra-relativistic) limit which is recovered
for high temperatures kT˜ ≫ mc2.
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Figure 7. In (a) is plotted the Tolman temperature T˜ for ξ = 0.25 and
fixed edge radius and total rest mass with respect to the density contrast. At
point A sets in the low energy gravothermal instability (relativistic generalization
of Newtonian isothermal collapse) and at point B sets in the high energy
gravothermal instability in the canonical ensemble. No equilibria exist for T˜ < T˜A
and T˜ > T˜B and in addition the branches II and III are unstable in the canonical
ensemble designating also the critical values of density contrast at which canonical
gravothermal instabilities set in. In (b) is plotted the Tolman temperature with
respect to the density contrast for various ξ values.
I stress that both low and high energy microcanonical gravothermal instabilities
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set in as the specific heat goes from negative (stable equilibria) to positive (unstable
equilibria) values, just like Antonov instability.
In Figure 6 is plotted the energy with respect to the density contrast for various
values of total rest mass, parametrized by ξ. It is shown that at ξ → 0 the series of
equilibria converges to the dust (Newtonian) series at low temperatures and to the
radiation P = ρ/3 series at high temperatures, as it should be according to equations
(28), (29).
In Figure 7(a) is plotted the Tolman temperature of each equilibrium with fixed
ξ = 0.25 assuming fixed radius R and total rest mass M with respect to the density
contrast ρ0/ρR. The low energy gravothermal instability sets in at the equilibrium A
(generalization of Newtonian isothermal collapse), while the high energy gravothermal
instability sets in at equilibrium B. This means not only that no equilibria exist (with
rest mass ξ = 0.25 for fixed radius) for T˜ < T˜A and T˜ > T˜B but also that the branches
II and III are unstable under conditions of constant Tolman temperature (canonical
ensemble). So that, points A and B designate also critical values of density contrast
at which gravothermal instabilities in the canonical ensemble set in.
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Figure 8. The low energy relativistic gravothermal instability (relativistic
generalization of Antonov instability). The inverse Tolman temperature versus
the gravothermal energy β˜(E) is plotted for fixed radius and total rest mass,
in the Newtonian limit and for exact relativistic calculations for ξ = 0.1 and
ξ = 0.15. As the relativistic control parameter ξ increases, both the minimum
energy (gravothermal catastrophe) and the minimum temperature (isothermal
collapse) increase (β˜max decreases). The Newtonian limit, given by spiral (I)
coincides with the, rather famous, spiral of Lynden-Bell & Wood [2].
In Figure 8 are demonstrated the low energy gravothermal instabilities. The β˜(E)
curve is plotted, i.e the inverse Tolman temperature versus the gravothermal energy,
for fixed radius and total rest mass, and for various values of the relativistic control
parameter ξ (with 0 < ξ < 0.35). It is evident that gravothermal catastrophe (energy
minima) occurs at higher energy and isothermal collapse (temperature minima, that is
β˜ maxima) at higher temperature as the system becomes more relativistic (increasing
ξ).
In Figure 9 are demonstrated the high energy gravothermal instabilities. The
β˜(E) curve is plotted for fixed radius and total rest mass, and for various values of
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Figure 9. The high energy relativistic gravothermal instability. The inverse
Tolman temperature versus the gravothermal energy β˜(E) is plotted for fixed
radius and total rest mass for ξ = 0.2 and ξ = 0.24. As the relativistic control
parameter ξ increases, both the maximum energy (microcanonical instability) and
the maximum temperature (canonical instabiltiy) decrease (β˜max increases).
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Figure 10. Both types of gravothermal instabilities –low and high energy– are
present for any value of ξ < ξmax and make themselves evident as a double spiral
in the β˜(E) series of equilibria. This is demonstrated in this plot for ξ = 0.25. The
Tolman inverse temperature versus the gravothermal energy is plotted for fixed
radius and total rest mass using the ‘Newtonian’ type of dimensionless variables.
The upper spiral corresponds to the low energy gravothermal instability, while
the lower spiral corresponds to the high energy gravothermal instability. In the
microcanonical ensemble stable equilibria are only those in between the energy
maxima and minima, while the rest that lie at each spiral are unstable. At every
energy extremum of the spirals a new mode of instability is added. In the canonical
ensemble stable equilibria are only those in between the temperature maxima and
minima.
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Figure 11. The double spiral of Figure 10 in ‘relativistic’ type of dimensionless
variables. The Tolman temperature versus the total energy M is plotted for fixed
radius and total rest mass M. In this figure, the lower spiral corresponds to the
low energy gravothermal instability, while the upper spiral corresponds to the
high energy gravothermal instability.
the relativistic control parameter ξ. It is evident that both the maximum energy
(microcanonical instability) and the maximum temperature (canonical instability)
decrease as the system becomes more relativistic (increasing ξ).
For any value of ξ, no matter how small, both types –low and high energy– of
gravothermal instabilities are present. This leads to a double spiral in the β˜(E) curve
as is evident in Figures 10 and 11.
3.1. Critical quantities in the microcanonical ensemble
Let investigate how the critical mass, radius and density contrast vary in the case of
microcanonical ensemble for both low and high energy gravothermal instabilities.
In Figure 12 is plotted the critical gravothermal energy with respect to ξ. It is
evident that for every value of total rest mass and radius there are two critical energies
and equilibria exist only in between these critical values. The upper value corresponds
to the high energy gravothermal instability, while the lower value to the low energy
gravothermal instability.
In Figure 13 is plotted the critical total mass with respect to ξ. From Figure
13(b) is evident that the high energy gravothermal instability presents an ultimate
upper limit of critical mass, the value of which is
Mmax = 0.493MS , (microcanonical ensemble). (67)
It appears at ξ = 0.08 corresponding to Tolman temperature kT˜ = 1.3mc2. Note
that this value of ξ is approximately equal to the maximum total mass over radius
2GM/Rc2 = 0.083 in case of the momentum truncated model with no walls [14, 34],
while total mass of equation (67) is rather huge comparatively. One would suspect
this is because the external pressure in the current box model enables the gas to
sustain arbitrarily high energy particles, while the truncation model contains only low
energy particles, so that the main contribution to energy comes from the rest mass
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Figure 12. The critical gravothermal energy, at which a microcanonical
gravothermal instability sets in, with respect to ξ. Thermal equilibria exist only in
the region I ‘inside’ the curve, while no equilibria exist in the ‘outside’ region II.
For every value of ξ, namely of radius and total rest mass, there are two critical
energy values. The upper value E2(ξ) corresponds to the high energy relativistic
gravothermal instability, while the lower value E1(ξ) to the low energy relativistic
gravothermal instability. Thermal equilibria exist only in between these critical
values for this fixed ξ.
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Figure 13. The critical total mass, at which a microcanonical gravothermal
instability sets in, with respect to ξ. Just like Figure 12, for every value
of ξ, namely of radius and total rest mass, there are two critical mass
values corresponding to the low (M1(ξ)) and high (M2(ξ)) energy gravothermal
instabilities. In (b) we focus on the high energy gravothermal instability, which
is found to present an ultimate upper limit of critical mass Mmax = 0.493MS at
ξ = 0.08 corresponding to Tolman temperature kT˜ = 1.3mc2.
with positive thermal energy and negative gravitational energy being counterbalanced
in this case.
In Figure 14 is plotted the critical radius in the microcanonical ensemble versus
the gravothermal energy for fixed total rest mass. At each fixed negative gravothermal
energy there are two critical radii corresponding to the two types of gravothermal
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Figure 14. The critical radius, at which a gravothermal instability in the
microcanonical ensemble sets in, with respect to gravothermal energy for fixed
total rest mass. Equilibria exist only inside region I and not in the ‘outside’
region II. For every fixed negative gravothermal energy there are two critical
radii corresponding to the two types of gravothermal instabilities: R1(ξ) to the
low energy gravothermal instability and R2(ξ) to the high energy gravothermal
instability. Equilibria exist only in between these two critical values. For positive
gravothermal energy only the minimum critical radius is present and equilibria
exist for arbitrary large radii. In (b) is shown the ultimate minimum radius. It
has the value Rmin = 2.03RS and corresponds to the Mmax of Figure 13(b).
instabilities. The upper critical radius corresponds to the low energy gravothermal
instability, while the lower critical radius to the high energy gravothermal instability.
Equilibria exist only in between these two critical values. For positive gravothermal
energy only the minimum critical radius is present and equilibria exist for arbitrary
large radii. The ultimate minimum radius of Figure 14(b) is
Rmin = 2.03RS , (microcanonical ensemble) (68)
and corresponds to the Mmax given before.
In Figure 15 is plotted the critical density contrast in the microcanonical
ensemble with respect to ξ. At each of these values a gravothermal instability in
the microcanonical ensemble sets in. The critical density contrast of the low energy
instability varies in the interval [27.5, 709], while the high energy instability in the
interval [21.7, 27.5].
3.2. Critical quantities in the canonical ensemble
Relativistic instabilities in a heat bath, i.e. in the canonical ensemble, correspond to
perturbations under constant Tolman temperature [8]. In the Newtonian limit such an
instability is called ‘isothermal collapse’ [7, 18, 42, 43] and sets in at low temperatures,
when the thermal pressure can no longer support gravitational attraction. Let
investigate how the critical temperature, radius and density contrast vary in the case
of canonical ensemble for both low and high energy gravothermal instabilities.
In Figure 16 is plotted the critical Tolman temperature with respect to ξ. It
is evident that for every value of total rest mass and radius there are two critical
temperatures. Equilibria exist only in between these critical values. The upper value
corresponds to the high energy gravothermal instability, while the lower value to the
low energy gravothermal instability, both in the canonical ensemble.
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Figure 15. The critical density contrast, i.e. the value at which a gravothermal
instability sets in, in the microcanonical ensemble versus ξ. Values above 27.5,
corresponding to ξ = 0.35, correspond to the low energy instability, while values
below 27.5 correspond to the high energy instability.
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Figure 16. In (a) is plotted the critical Tolman temperature with respect to ξ.
Equilibria exist only inside region I. It is evident that for every value of total
rest mass and radius there are two critical temperatures: T1(ξ) for the low energy
gravothermal instability and T2(ξ) for the high energy gravothermal instability.
At these values an instability in the canonical ensemble sets in. Equilibria exist
only for T1(ξ) < T < T2(ξ). In (b) is plotted the critical Tolman temperature
with respect to the chemical potential. The checmical potential increases with
temperature decrease and may also acquire positive values, due to the particle rest
mass, as explained in section 2. The constant C is equal to C = ln(8pim4c3/ρ0h3).
In Figure 17(a) is plotted the critical radius in the canonical ensemble with respect
to temperature for fixed total rest mass. It presents an ultimate minimum
Rmin = 2.37RS , (canonical ensemble) (69)
at ξ = ξmax, where kT˜ = 0.19mc
2.
In Figure 17(b) is plotted the critical density contrast in the canonical ensemble
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Figure 17. The critical radius and critical density contrast in the canonical
ensemble. The ultimate minimum of critical radius corresponds to ξmax and
equals Rmin = 2.37RS . In (a), equilibria exist only inside region I. In (b), values
above 27.5 correspond to the low energy instability and values below to the high
energy instability. An instability in the canonical ensemble sets in at each value
of Rcr and (ρ0/ρR)cr .
with respect to ξ. At each of these values a gravothermal instability in the canonical
ensemble sets in. The critical density contrast of the low energy instability varies in
the interval [27.5, 36.5], while the high energy instability in the interval [10.3, 27.5].
The ultimate maximum value (ρ0/ρR)max = 36.5 corresponds to ξ = 0.24 and
kT˜ = 0.058mc2.
4. Neutron Stars
Neutron stars are compact objects so dense that General Relativity comes into
play. They are the remnants of core-collapse supernovae [44, 45]. The initial core,
called protoneutron star, is very hot T ∼ (50 − 100)MeV and is believed to cool
rapidly by various processes of neutrino emission [46, 47, 48, 49] to temperatures
T ∼ (0.1− 100)keV depending on the core model and the stage of neutron core.
Neutron stars are composed [39] of a dense, thick core, a thin crust and outer
very thin envelope and atmosphere. The core determines the upper mass limit and
the size of the star. It may be subdivided in the inner and outer cores. The inner
core is ultra-dense with ρ ≥ 2ρN where ρN = 2.8 · 1014gr/cm3 is the normal nuclear
density. Since these densities are unreachable from present laboratory experiments, its
exact temperature, state of matter and therefore equation of state remains at present
a mystery. Models vary [50, 39] from (superfluid) npeµ gas, hyperons, Bose-Einstein
condensates, kaons and pions to strange matter, deconfined quarks and Quark-Gluon-
Plasma. The outer core is consisted mainly of neutrons although some protons,
electrons and muons are present that prevent neutron decay. The crust consists of
heavy nuclei and near the matching region with the outer core free neutrons are also
present. The matching region is situated at density about [39]
ρR ≃ ρN
2
= 1.4 · 1014 gr
cm3
, (70)
where heavy nuclei can no longer exist. At this density a phase transition occurs
towards the npeµ gas, through the capture of electrons by protons.
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Oppenheimer and Volkoff [11] calculated the upper mass limit of neutron cores
assuming very cold, completely degenerate ideal gas, corresponding to the limiting
case (39) of section 2. We worked on the completely opposite limiting case (40).
Their result was MOV = 0.71M⊙. Including also protons, electrons and muons in
β-equilibrium does not affect this upper mass limit [51]. This value turned out to
be very low compared to observations and was later, after the discovery of the first
neutron star [52], regarded as a proof of the fact that nuclear forces have repulsive
effects at supra-nuclear densities [53, 54]. When nuclear forces are taken into account
the limit increases and may reach two solar masses depending on the model [39, 55].
Observations of neutron stars indicate that they have masses of about 1.4M⊙
and radius 10− 15km. The highest accurately measured masses are about M = 2M⊙
observed very recently [56, 57]. The existence of ultra-heavy neutron stars of about
or more than two solar masses is of extreme importance for Physics. The upper
mass limit depends on the equation of state inside the core which, as we already
remarked, is unknown. Ultra-heavy neutron stars will rule out several models of
ultra-dense matter. In addition, ultra-heavy neutron stars lie on the regime where
General Relativity may become invalid and quantum corrections or modifications of
the theory may be necessary.
One may wonder, what is the upper mass limit of neutron cores if only thermal
pressure and not degeneracy pressure is taken into account, so that the classical ideal
gas may be applied. Although this classical limit may not be valid for neutron stars
since they are believed to be cold, it is a legitimate theoretical question whose answer
will shed light on the ability of thermal energy to halt gravitational collapse. In
addition, the fact that at the beginning of their lives neutron stars are hot, together
with the high uncertainty regarding the conditions and composition of the inner core,
justify this investigation.
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Figure 18. The normalized rest mass h =M
√
ρR(16piG3/c6) with respect to the
central inverse temperature b0 = mc2/kT0 and the quantity z = R
√
4piGρ0b0/c2.
It presents a global maximum at hmax = 0.165.
So, let apply the system (58-60) at the core of the star, which is surrounded by the
crust at r = R. Therefore, we have to solve the system (58-60) assuming a constant
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mass density ρR at the edge, given by (70). We have to generate the M −R curve in
order to study the stability of the sphere. However, there are many different M − R
curves, each one for every fixed value of total rest mass M. In order to calculate the
upper limit of all these M −R curves, we define the normalized total rest mass:
h = 2urb
3
2
0 e
−
y
2 ≡M
√
16πG3
c6
ρR, (71)
where ur =MG b0c2
√
4πGρ0
b0
c2
.
In Figure 18 is plotted h with respect to (b0, z). It presents a global maximum at
hmax = 0.165 that gives:
Mmax = 1.55M⊙, (72)
where M⊙ is the solar mass. In order to calculate Mmax the system is solved
numerically choosing pairs (z, b0) such, that h is kept fixed. This is achieved by
developing an appropriate computer program. The procedure is repeated for various
values of h. Assuming the fixed value for ρR, this procedure accounts for solving for
various rest masses. The system may slightly move across various M − R curves,
because of the random particle exchange between the core and the crust, however the
total mass cannot exceed the upper limit of all mass maxima for every h.
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Figure 19. The critical maximum total masses Mcr of hot neutron cores with
respect to the radius at which they appear in Figure (a) and to the rest mass
h =M
√
ρR(16piG3/c6) in (b). In (b), equilibria may be found only inside region
I. The edge denisty is fixed to the value ρR = 1.4 ·1014gr/cm3. It is evident that
critical masses present an upper limit Mmax = 2.43M⊙ at radius R = 15.2km.
In Figure 19(a) are plotted the total mass maxima, denoted Mcr, with respect to
the radius at which they appear. It is evident an upper limit of all these maxima. Its
value is
Mmax = 2.43M⊙ (73)
at radius
R|Mmax = 15.2km. (74)
The M −R curve of this equilibrium is plotted in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. The mass-radius diagram for the marginal equilibrium of hot neutron
cores with fixed edge density ρR = 1.4 · 1014gr/cm3 with total mass equal to the
upper mass limit Mmax = 2.43M⊙.
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Figure 21. The critical maximum total masses Mcr of hot neutron cores with
respect to the corresponding Tolman temperature. The edge denisty is fixed to
the value ρR = 1.4 · 1014gr/cm3. It is evident that critical masses present an
upper limit Mmax = 2.43M⊙ with temperature kT˜/mc2 = 1.2.
These values for Mmax and R are unexpectedly greatly matching observations!
However, the temperature corresponding to the limiting mass is very high:
kT˜
mc2
∣∣∣∣∣
Mmax
= 1.2 (75)
The critical masses with respect to Tolman temperature is plotted in Figure 21.
Incidentally, the maximum mass corresponding to Mmax, is
Mmax|Mmax = 1.97M⊙ (76)
a value almost equal to the upper mass imposed by observations, namelyMobs ≤ 2M⊙.
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However, even to this value corresponds a high temperature of:
kT˜
mc2
∣∣∣∣∣
Mmax
= 0.18. (77)
The corresponding radius is
R|Mmax = 13.6km. (78)
The chemical potential for each case is:
µ˜
mc2
∣∣∣∣
Mmax
= −9.8
µ˜
mc2
∣∣∣∣
Mmax
= −1.7
Comparing the maximum value obtained here Mmax = 2.4M⊙ with the
Oppenheimer-Volkoff value§ MOV = 0.7M⊙, it is evident that thermal pressure is
much more effective in holding gravitational collapse than degeneracy pressure. The
corresponding temperature for the thermal case is, however, very high. On the other
hand the mass and radius values predicted are so accurate, with respect to observation,
that one should normally wonder if this is just a coincidence. After all, neutron
stars are believed to be hot at the beginning of their life [15, 16]. In addition, the
composition and conditions inside the inner core are unknown and also the densities
of ultra-heavy neutron stars, heavier than two solar masses, are so high, that unknown
processes coming from (quantum) extensions of General Relativity may intervene
[58, 59, 60, 61]. Overall, this result may apply to protoneutron stars and underlines
the necessity to carry out an analysis of the full problem, with both degeneracy and
thermal pressure taken into account and thus to calculate the mass limit through the
whole range of temperature. I perform this analysis in a separate work [27].
5. Conclusions
Consider an ideal gas, bounded inside a spherical shell with fixed radius. Imagine you
begin to heat it up. Particles will move faster enhancing the tendency of the gas to
expand and increasing the pressure to the walls. However, since the energy, even heat,
has mass, at some point General Relativity will begin to take over. The absorbed
heat, turned into internal kinetic energy, will cause gravitational collapse of the gas!
This is the essence of the high energy relativistic gravothermal instability presented
here.
On the other hand, if you absorb energy from the gas, at some point it will also
collapse under self-gravity. But, this time the reason will be the lack of thermal energy
and not the excess of it. This is the low energy relativistic gravothermal instability
presented here. It is in fact the relativistic generalization of Antonov instability.
These relativistic gravothermal instabilities make themselves evident in the
temperature versus energy series of equilibria as a double spiral. This was
demonstrated in Figures 10 and 11. The turning points, i.e. the points at which
these instabilities set in, are found to depend on the total rest mass over radius ratio
§ One might object that the Oppenheimer-Volokoff calculation involves a different boundary
condition, namely vanishing edge pressure. However, as I will show in a subsequent work, the
boundary condition assumed here ρR = ρN/2, only slightly changes the OV result giving a maximum
mass of 0.68M⊙.
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ξ = 2GM/Rc2. An ultimate upper limit of ξ is reported, namely ξmax = 0.35. At
this value both turning points along with all equilibria merge into a single equilibrium
state.
Thermal equilibrium imposes Tolman relation for the temperature and chemical
potential. This Tolman-Ehrenfest effect is taken into account for all calculations and
is shown in Figures 1 and 2 for two equilibria.
General relativistic effects render the system more unstable. As the relativistic
control parameter ξ is increased the double spiral shrinks (maximum energy
and temperature decrease, while minimum energy and temperature increase) and
completely disappears for ξ > ξmax.
An ultimate upper limit of all mass maxima (one maximum for every one ξ) is
also reported: Mmax = 0.49MS. It corresponds to ξ = 0.08 and Tolman temperature
kT˜ /mc2 = 1.3. The critical masses curve for both instabilities types were given in
Figures 12 and 13.
I stress that both gravothermal instabilities types, in the microcanonical ensemble
set in when the specific heat becomes zero, with the equilibria lying on the negative
specific heat side being stable, while the ones at the positive side being unstable! This
indicates that the collapse in both types follows similar pattern which leads to a core-
halo structure as indicated by Lynden-Bell & Wood [2] for Antonov instability, which
presents similar behaviour of specific heat.
The available radii are also constrained by the relativistic instabilities. In the
microcanonical ensemble and for negative gravothermal energy the radius of isothermal
spheres is constrained by two limits R2(ξ) < R < R1(ξ) with R1(ξ) corresponding to
the low energy instability and R2(ξ) to the high energy instability. The ultimate
minimum radius in the microcanonical ensemble is Rmin = 2.03RS corresponding to
ξ = 0.08. The critical radii in the microcanonical ensemble were plotted in Figure
14. In the canonical ensemble there is only a minimum radius with an ultimate value
Rmin = 2.37RS as demonstrated in Figure 17(a).
The critical density contrast is also calculated in both ensembles and given in
Figures 15 and 17(b).
Finally, the maximum mass limit of non-degenerate neutron cores is calculated.
The result Mmax = 2.4M⊙ with R = 15.2km at high temperature suggests
that thermal pressure alone is more effective in halting gravitational collapse than
degeneracy pressure alone for which the limit is MOV = 0.7M⊙ at zero temperature.
Although neutron cores of actual neutron stars are believed to be completely
degenerate and cold, neutron stars at the beginning of their life, called ‘protoneutron
stars’, are believed to be very hot. This maximum mass and corresponding radius,
calculated here, match so nicely observations that one might naturally wonder if it is
just a coincidence. The dependence of mass limit to temperature is given in Figure 21.
However, at low temperatures the classical limit is invalid and degeneracy pressure
should be taken into account. The complete analysis taking into account both thermal
and degeneracy pressure is carried out in a separate work [27].
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Appendix A.
It is shown here, that, in the Newtonian limit, the following system of equations
(namely the TOV, mass, Tolman equations and the relativistic classical ideal gas
equation of state):
dP
dr
= −
(
P
c2
+ ρ
)(
GMˆ
r2
+ 4πG
P
c2
r
)(
1− 2GMˆ
rc2
)−1
(A.1)
dMˆ
dr
= 4πρr2, (A.2)
db
dr
= − b
P + ρc2
dP
dr
, (A.3)
P (r) =
1
b(r)(1 + F(b(r)))ρ(r)c
2, (A.4)
reduces to the well-known Emden equation:
1
r2
d
dr
(
r2
dφ(r)
dr
)
= 4πGρ0e
− m
kTN
(φ(r)−φ(0))
, (A.5)
where φ(r) is the Newtonian potential and TN is the Newtonian temperature.
Apparently, the Emden equation is just the Poisson equation for a classical ideal
gas in spherical coordinates. One may wonder where is the gravitational potential
hidden in the relativistic framework (A.1-A.4). As we will see it emerges out of the
relativistic temperature T (r) in the weak-field limit!
The time-time component of the metric gtt is written in the weak-field limit as:
gtt ≃ 1 + 2φ
c2
, (A.6)
Let also be
gtt = e
ν(r) (A.7)
as usual in the spherically symmetric case. Then, in the weak-field limit, it is:
ν ≃ 2φ
c2
. (A.8)
As I have already noted in section 2.3, equation (A.3) is the differentiated form of
Tolman’s relation:
T (r)e
ν
2 = T˜ ≡ const, (A.9)
where, in the present text, we have be calling the constant T˜ as the Tolman
temperature. In the weak-field limit it is therefore through equation (A.8):
1
kT (r)
≃ 1
kT˜
(
1 +
φ(r)
c2
)
(A.10)
Using also the definition b(r) = mc2/kT (r), we get:
b(r)− b(0) ≃ m
kT˜
(φ(r) − φ(0)) (A.11)
Now, since as we have already seen in section 2.1, the equation of state (A.4) reduces
in the Newtonian limit to the equation:
P ≃ ρc
2
b
, (A.12)
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the Tolman equation (A.3) becomes:
b′
b
≃ −
ρ′
b
− ρ b′
b2
ρ
(
1
b
+ 1
) ⇒ b′ ≃ −ρ′
ρ
(A.13)
and therefore
ρ(r) ≃ ρ0e−(b(r)−b(0)). (A.14)
Substituting equation (A.11) we finally get:
ρ(r) ≃ ρ0e−
m
kT˜
(φ(r)−φ(0)). (A.15)
It is evident that the Tolman temperature T˜ should be identified with the Newtonian
temperature TN .
Now, applying the non-(special)relativistic limit c→ ∞ to TOV equation (A.1),
in top of the weak-field limit, which gave equation (A.15), it is straightforward to
obtain Emden equation. For c→∞ we have from equation (A.10)) that
lim
c→∞
T (r) = T˜ = const. (A.16)
and therefore the equation of state (A.12) gives:
P ≃ ρkT˜
m
⇒ P ′ = ρ′ kT˜
m
. (A.17)
Finally, TOV equation (A.1) in the limit c→∞ becomes:
kT˜
m
dρ
dr
≃ −ρGMˆ
r2
⇒ r2 d
dr
(
kT˜
m
ln(ρ)
)
= −GMˆ. (A.18)
We are finally led to the Emden equation (A.5) by differentiating, substituting the
mass equation (A.2), then substituting equation (A.15) and identifying T˜ ≡ TN .
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